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Purpose: Depression is a highly prevalent condition in primary care settings. In our previously reported work, we investigated the processes and conditions that influence primary care clinicians' recognition of depression. Three conditions influence the recognition of depression: familiarity with the patient, time available, and clinical experience. This article further describes the role of clinical experience in depression care.

Methods: The grounded theory method was used to guide data collection and analysis. In-depth, in-person interviews were conducted with a purposeful sample of 8 clinicians. All interviews were audio-taped and transcribed.

Results: We identified 3 areas that comprise clinical experience relevant to depression care: (1) knowing one’s professional role, (2) knowing oneself, and (3) knowing one’s patients. In knowing one’s professional role, 4 subdimensions were identified: (1) becoming familiar with illness patterns and clinical skills, (2) learning what works in the real world, (3) understanding what being a doctor is about, and (4) thinking of the whole person. The analysis indicated that clinical experience results from professional and personal growth during interactions with patients. The outcome of this developmental process was the achievement of comfort with depression care, a critical mediating variable that influenced primary care clinicians’ recognition of depression.

Conclusions: The developmental process of attaining comfort in managing depression warrants further exploration. Developing interventions to speed this process offers another approach to enhancing care for the management of depression. (J Am Board Fam Med 2008;21:200–210.)

Much has been written about the under-recognition of depression in primary care settings1–7 and the associated societal costs.8–15 Studies have implicated a range of clinician-related16–21 and patient-related22–25 factors, as well as factors related to the health system.26,27 Collectively, the findings from these studies suggest that increasing clinicians' knowledge about depression by itself does little to increase the likelihood of recognizing depression.28–38 A new line of research has identified the importance of the interaction between patients and clinicians in the recognition of depression.21,39–47 Our previous research identified 3 interactional processes that primary care providers engage in to determine whether patients are depressed and 3 conditions that may influence the processes: (1) familiarity with the patient, (2) time available, and (3) clinical experience.48 Clinical experience generally has been thought to help clinicians make better decisions, especially when a particular skill is involved.49–51 Although it may be possible for clinical experience to have a negative impact on clinical decision making52 and the dimensions of such a concept warrant further investigation, no study has yet specifically looked at dimensions of clinical experience relevant to depression care. By better understanding the dimensions of clinical experience in depression care, we anticipate new insights into designing quality improvement efforts. This article explores the role of...
clinical experience on the perceived ability of primary care providers to recognize depression in their patients.

Methods
The Grounded Theory method guided our decisions in conducting this study, from sampling to data collection (including developing subsequent interview questions) and analysis. We used Grounded Theory to generate data that are grounded in the perspective of clinicians (vs researchers), with a focus on eliciting their understanding and experience of a phenomenon (the recognition of depression); how they respond to these understandings and experiences; the conditions that influence their responses; and the consequences of those responses.

Sampling and the Sample
A Grounded Theory purposeful sampling technique (theoretical sampling) facilitated the constant comparison of cases and helped us identify sources of variation. The final study sample included 8 primary care clinicians: 3 family physicians, 2 general internists, and 3 nurse practitioners. The clinicians were from 8 primary care offices (in small group-practice settings with 3 to 10 clinicians in each office) that are operated by 3 managed care organizations. The years of practice of the participants ranged from 7 to 28 years. Because participation in the study was voluntary, the clinicians who participated may have had a particular interest in depression care. However, none had special advanced training or a certificate in mental health or depression, but a few clinicians had completed some continuing medical education in mental health. We determined theoretical saturation of the conditions when the clinicians repeatedly attributed the same 3 factors to their perceived ability to identify depression in primary care settings: (1) becoming familiar and comfortable with their professional role, (2) learning who they were as clinicians, and (3) becoming familiar with their patients over time. More details about the final sample and sampling for this study are reported in our previous work.

Data Collection
The University of Wisconsin Institutional Review Board approved the study protocol (#1999-353) and recruiting letter. After receiving the Institutional Review Board-approved recruiting letter, all clinicians volunteered to participate in this study. Consistent with the Grounded Theory method, the study was based on in-depth interviews with primary care clinicians, beginning with unstructured, nondirective questions such as, “Tell me about seeing your patients with depression.” This type of question allowed the clinicians to inform the researchers about what they saw as relevant to caring for people with depression. Interviews lasted about an hour. As the theme of clinical experience emerged, the follow-up probing became more focused. Table 1 lists examples of interview questions and follow-up probes. We did not ask these questions in the order that they are presented in the table. They were asked naturally, in a way that fit the context of the discussion.

Data Organization and Analysis
All interviews were audiotaped and transcribed for analysis. A Grounded Theory comparative analysis method with open, axial, and selective coding schemes was used to conceptually categorize and identify relationships among the identified categories (concepts). Specifically, we used open coding to inclusively identify possible dimensions of clinical experience, axial coding to enrich and refine each identified dimension, and selective coding to conceptually organize relationships among the categories (dimensions and subdimensions). To increase our sensitivity to and the reliability of the data analysis, 2 research groups were formed. The initial analysis was done by the research team; this initial analysis was periodically presented to a larger group of qualitative researchers for refinement and feedback. Opening our analysis to other researchers and discussing it among ourselves enabled us to identify assumptions that we might have brought into the analysis and facilitated open exchange about our preconceptions and expectations related to primary care clinicians’ practice with depression. For example, family physicians may have a more holistic approach. We resolved differences in the individual team member’s interpretations by returning to the data together to be sure that interpretations were grounded in participants’ statements and were not researcher speculations. After our analysis of each interview, data analysis matrices were developed to visualize relationships among theoretical categories. These matrices included in-
Table 1. Examples of Interview Questions Related to Role of Clinical Experience on the Recognition of Depression

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage of Interview</th>
<th>Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Early</td>
<td>Is there any difference between how you recognize depression now and when you were a novice? What specifically is different between now and when you were a novice? What do you mean when you say that experience helps you or that you have learned from experience?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Late</td>
<td>We have talked with a few clinicians so far, and it seems that experience may be an important condition for how they practice and interact with patients. Does this make sense to you? Could you give me an example of how you interact differently with your patients now compared to when you were a novice? At what point in your practice did you realize that you have changed the way you interact with your patients? Some clinicians told us that dealing with patients’ emotions is not always comfortable, and some mentioned that it got easier as they practiced. Does this make sense to you? Could you tell me what the process was for you to become more comfortable with dealing with emotions? Some clinicians told us that patients do not necessarily disclose their depression and that sometimes they need to dig a little bit to figure out the underlying issues for the patient’s depression. They told us that “as you practice” you will know with whom you need to go further and when to do that. Does this make sense to you? Could you give me an example of situations when you delved deeper than just the patient’s stated issues? What was it about experience or your practice taught you to do that? How would you advise or teach a novice doctor about how to do that?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results

From the analysis of in-depth interviews with the 8 primary care clinicians, we identified 3 dimensions of clinical experience that influenced their perceived ability to care for patients with depression: (1) knowing one’s professional role (in which 4 subdimensions were identified); (2) knowing oneself; and (3) knowing one’s patients. Although not every clinician identified all 3 areas and they varied in terms of the nature of their development, they all indicated that clinical experience does not happen overnight; rather, it is a developmental learning process. The following sections describe the 3 dimensions and 4 subdimensions of clinical experience as developmental processes; these processes are illustrated in Figure 1.

I-1. Knowing one’s professional role: Becoming familiar with illness patterns and clinical skills

The clinicians, collectively, agreed that their real-world practice offered them a chance to see many cases of illnesses, which increased their ability to see patterns in subtle symptoms and identify the patterns associated with depression. An experienced primary care clinician further elaborated this point:

“...There IS something about... the experience of hundreds, thousands of patients that you have over time, you start to see patterns of illnesses. And I think the more you’re recognizing these patterns, the more you’ve seen them again and again and again, the easier that gets. And then... you can go on into deeper levels or nuances of how you do this with your patients.” (Family Physician [FP] 2)

Over time, the clinicians became not only familiar with illness patterns but also more comfortable with the skills needed to examine patients. As a result, as they became more comfortable and proficient with clinical skills and could work more quickly than when they were novices. They also were less preoccupied with diagnostic checklists or interview essentials and could pay more attention to interacting with patients. A primary care clinician who practiced for 22 years described the phenomenon:

“I think as you practice, it’s sort of like driving a car. When you first drive a car... it’s not very comfortable driving... And after you learn how to drive a little bit, then, you can drive in more difficult weather and so on. When you are first practicing, it takes you a long time to evaluate very simple complaints... But after a while, you feel more comfortable and... interact with the patient in another way. So while you’re doing, for instance, a physical examination, you might be talking to them about something that has nothing to do with the physical examination... because you’re thinking... and you’re putting that in one part of your brain while the other part is interacting with them on a psychological basis.” (FP3)
I-2. Knowing one’s professional role: Learning what works in the real world

All primary care clinicians in the study explained that, as they practiced, they learned what works best in actual practice. With time, they developed experiential knowledge (in contrast to textbook knowledge). This experiential knowledge affected what clinicians look for to determine whether patients are depressed and how they interact with patients. For clinicians, an implied consequence of having experiential knowledge was that they could finish the work within the allowed time—an important strategy for dealing with the competing demands of primary care practice. This efficiency created space in the clinical encounter to more fully explore potentially psychological issues. Several clinicians described how experiential knowledge helped them recognize depression:

- “I found sleep problems are frequently a good window to finding out about mood problems.” (General Internist [GI] 2)
- “I will ask a few screening questions about sleeping and about energy . . . and once you get that, I’m already into talking about confirming that as the diagnosis and not worrying about their chest pain, and their heart, abdominal pain, and stuff like that, unless they have reason to worry about it.” (FP1)
- “Well, if anybody has more than 3 burning complaints, to me that puts up a red flag that there’s probably something else going on instead of just a physical ailment . . . is there some other stress thing going on?” (Nurse Practitioner [NP] 3)

Another primary care clinician described how she learned over time what works for her, and, as a consequence, her interactions with patients changed. She learned that letting patients talk about what they have to say, which was a change from her earlier practice, then following up on those issues works better:

- “I used to ask a lot more questions to patients, but now I listen more. At first, I thought I had to go down the list, you know, of hundreds of questions to review systems and so on. And now, I usually depend more on the patients, to saying, How are you doing? And then I’ll maybe ask a few specific questions, but I try to spend a lot more time listening than I do talking at first. And I think that’s come with practice. That I let the patient tell their own story with a little clarification is better. Rather than me interrupting all the time asking them all these questions.” (FP2)

I-3. Knowing one’s professional role: Understanding what being a doctor or clinician is about

Clinicians in the study articulated yet another dimension of experience. As they practiced, they came to better understand who they are as a doctor or health care clinician. This seemed most related to their role of “going into someone’s life,” being more than someone who treats medical problems and sharing patients’ lives over time. They saw their role now, as opposed to before, as someone

---

Figure 1. Three processes of clinical experience relevant to the recognition of depression.
who helps people who are suffering, not just someone who knows illness and treatment. A primary care clinician who has practiced for 14 years talked about how her understanding of who she is as a doctor guides her interactions with patients.

- “I’ll try to get a little more than just the main problem, so I get to know the patient as a person, not just as some earache. It helps me because I enjoy my practice more if I know I’m treating people. So if I know the person, I feel like I can do a better job as their doctor. And I don’t like just being like a mechanic and treating different body parts. . . . Knowing who that person is and something about them helps me do a better job caring and being their doctor. Because it’s a very personal thing.” (FP2)

I-4. Knowing one’s professional role: Thinking of the whole person

Finally, the interviews suggested that, over time, clinicians learned to view the causes of health problems as an inter-relationship among physical and mental aspects. Rather than dichotomizing between mental and physical origins of disease, they began to think in more complex terms and consider both psychological and physical problems simultaneously. This change in their thinking prompted them to delve into underlying mental problems even when an apparent physical health problem was presented. They let the patient talk about “real issues” that were bothersome early in the encounter and searched more fully for underlying problems related to the patient’s stated reason for the encounter.

- “Every patient comes with a different combination and it’s sort of like solving a puzzle. You have to try and find out what are the basic causes or underlying problems.” (FP2)

- “I doubt that I would ever say that you can separate mental health issues from physical issues any more than you can separate your physical health from your mental health. If you have anemia and you are exhausted, you become depressed. If you’re depressed, then you don’t eat, you give yourself anemia.” (NP1)

Changes in how clinicians perceived the causes of health problems influenced their approach to depression care. As their understanding of how the mind and body are inextricably related deepened over time and through experience, they became convinced that it is better to try to understand the patient as a whole person rather than adhering to a rote exploration of symptoms or signs (“the checklist”) that often compartmentalizes a patient with either physical or mental symptoms. Thinking of the patient as whole person and in the context of his or her life helped the clinicians feel comfortable asking the patient about what is going on; this approach often provided clues to symptoms of depression and facilitated the earlier recognition of depression.

II. Knowing oneself: “Self-awareness”

Our analysis indicated a parallel process to professional growth: the attainment of greater self-awareness. Self-awareness is a broad and complex concept with multiple meanings. We identified 2 aspects of clinicians’ self-awareness that are directly relevant to the recognition of depression and that have potential consequences for clinicians in their interactions with patients: “mindfulness” and the awareness of one’s confidence level in making professional judgments or forming impressions.

Clinicians, when they were mindful of themselves, were more likely to recognize the patient’s status, including their physical and emotional appearance. This consequence was an important condition for recognizing depression and is further described in the section on “Recognizing the Person” in our previous article. Clinicians, when they felt confident in their own judgment, were less likely to use labs and tests to rule out physical causes for an answer to the patient’s problem. They could comfortably reject a “ruling out” approach to depression—“I must rule out a long list of medical problems before the diagnosis of depression”—which expedited the process of finding an answer and allowed the clinician to present the diagnosis of depression more confidently. The primary care clinicians said that it took time to develop confidence in their professional judgment and that self-evaluation may make a difference in building such confidence. Although not automatic, clinicians reasoned that years of practice offered opportunities to learn from their mistakes and successes. A primary care clinician who practiced for 22 years further described the relationship between confidence and self-evaluation:

- “The issue for a novice practitioner is to realize that they really do have the training and ability to deal with more problems than they think they can deal with. But that confidence is not there . . . You have to see that a few times to realize that you can
deal with it... And then you also learn because
people come back next time, and they are depressed,
and you didn’t pick it up the first time. But you
may pick it up 2 or 3 interactions later, and they’ll
say oh, I’ve been depressed for a couple years... .
Well eventually, you then learn in the next person
who may show those... signs and symptoms, you
know how to pick that up.” (FP3)

A primary care clinician with 28 years’ experi-
ence offered insight on a possible consequence of
lacking confidence in one’s clinical judgment for
ruling out possible explanations. He explained that
clinicians who are more confident in their profes-
sional judgment engage in less ruling out and fewer
labs and tests to confidently diagnose depression:

- “Doctors love to do things like rule out all sorts
  of stuff, organic stuff, before they say ‘it sounds like
  you’re depressed’. It’s hard... for a lot of doctors... to
  just say ‘I think you’ve got depression, I’m not
  going to do all these blood tests, I think that’s what
  you’ve got’. Again, that comes from more confi-
dence over the years that your judgment is pretty
accurate.” (FP1)

III. Knowing one’s patients

All clinicians talked about how diagnosing depression
is highly dependent on knowing their patients, and it often requires familiarity with individuals. Familiarity with each patient was important not only for the clinician to recognize the symptoms of depression in the patient but also for conveying the clinician’s recognition to the patient in a way that is palatable to the patient. Clinicians discussed 2 aspects of knowing their patients. The first was that, as a novice, all patients are new and unfamiliar and that it takes time to get to know them. However, they also talked about experience teaching them that familiarity with patients is a key in making the diagnosis of depression. By recognizing a change in a patient’s behavior and affect as well as a patient’s life context, the diagnosis of depression could be presented. So both the opportunity to acquire personal knowledge of patients and developing the good sense to use that information took time. Before learning how important personal knowledge was, clinicians were much more dependent on textbook definitions of depression, which they believed often led to a failure to recognize depression.

- “One thing that happens over time as you practice
  is you finally get to a point where you know every-
boby you see on your schedule each day you’ve seen
before... I had a full schedule this morning. Wasn’t anybody I hadn’t seen a number of times
before.” (GI1)
- “It’s easier to say to that person [a patient with
  whom the clinician is familiar] ‘you know, I’ve
  really listened to you, you sound really anxious to
  me, and you’re telling me you’ve had a lot of bad
  things happen... I’ve seen you that often and I’m
  never really able to find out why you’re in such
difficulty. What do you think?... Do you think
  that you have issues you’d like to talk about with
  someone in mental health?” (NP1)

IV. Becoming comfortable with depression care:
Outcome of professional and personal growth and
increased familiarity with patients

The clinicians’ professional and personal growth over time resulting from many experiences and interactions with patients influenced their conceptualization and consequent behaviors. The clinicians believed that changes in the 3 areas over time made a difference in their comfort dealing with depression care. As clinicians became competent in their clinical skills, clinical judgments, and being “personal” with patients, they became more comfortable with aspects of depression care that require responding to the patient’s emotional and mental needs as a whole person, which often necessitates a personal relationship and can be quite time-consuming. The clinicians, collectively, agreed that comfort dealing with depression care is a critical factor for their recognition of depression.

- “It’s a matter of if somebody says something, do I
  know what to tell them? So if they have a psycho-
logical issue, can you give them advice?... When
you’re first practicing and all a sudden you have
someone in your office who’s crying and who’s upset,
it’s harder to handle than after you’ve been there
before.” (FP3)
- “Emotional issues encompass so much of a person’s
life and it’s not something that’s real easy to talk
about... they require sometimes an ongoing type of
support... and talking is very time-consuming.”
(NP2)

Comfort developed over time enabled the clinici-
ans to ask personal questions that they felt, as new
clinicians, very uncomfortable asking patients. A
primary care clinician who had 28 years of experi-
ence talked about how medical students are afraid of asking personal questions.
“They don’t know how to go into their own lives personally. And they don’t feel old enough to do that. And they always talk about prying into people’s lives. I said, ‘You’re getting paid to pry.’” (FP1)

As clinicians learned how important personal knowledge about a patient is for making the diagnosis of depression, some described how experience had taught them to slow down and get to know someone before making a diagnosis. Learning about each patient—in particular, what the patient is willing to accept—led to a much higher level of comfort and, consequently, a greater willingness to suggest the diagnosis. Familiarity with each patient also enabled clinicians to know how to tailor their message to the patient that he or she may be depressed and to tell the patient personally. An experienced clinician who has learned the importance of knowing patients describes his efforts to get to know the patients without necessarily slowing down his practice.

“I will often, as I’m examining a patient, raise questions that will help me know them a little better. I will ask them about what kind of work they do, how’s that going, how their wife’s health is, how their kids are doing... external things that, you know, are important to everybody.” (GI1)

The presented dimensions of clinical experience conceptually describe developmental learning processes that influence the way primary care clinicians identify and respond to patients with depression. As they practice, clinicians become familiar with their own practice and what is expected of them as professionals. With time, they enhance their skills in examining patients, becoming more cognizant of disease presentations, and more comfortable in their professional tasks. This growth enables them to become more efficient, to practice in a less technical (such as textbook knowledge, checking lists of DSM symptoms) and more holistic manner in their approaches, and creates “space” to pay more attention to interactions with the patient. Clinicians learn to recognize that patients are more than a collection of symptoms and to see them as whole people rather than dichotomizing them into physical and mental symptoms. The result of these developmental processes is the achievement of comfort with depression care—a critical mediating variable for the recognition of depression.

Discussion

Decades of effort to improve clinical decision making have not only generated symptom-based diagnostic criteria intended to facilitate diagnostic reasoning but also have yielded much discussion about how clinicians and clinicians-to-be should be trained and for what they should be trained. Even though clinical experience generally has been thought to assist clinicians in making better decisions and enable them to become more skilled at the care they provide, dimensions of such experience for the recognition of depression have not been explored.

The findings from this study suggest that improving primary care clinicians’ detection of depression may require more than teaching them about the symptoms of depression. The presented dimensions of experience suggest that improving primary care clinicians’ recognition of depression will require targeting areas of clinical competencies that have not traditionally been targeted, such as clinicians knowing themselves and knowing their patients. Our findings are in line with research studies that address clinical decision making as a 2-way interaction and that aim to discover the variables that influence the interaction to offer strategies for primary care quality improvement. Although the patient’s influence in such interaction is one factor that affects a clinician’s decision making, our investigation suggests clinicians’ professional and personal growth and knowing their patients as another factor. As presented in Figure 1, this study illustrates that clinical experience, as relevant to depression care, is a complex, developmental process and that a clinician’s comfort with depression care is a critical mediating variable that grows out of his or her maturation process. Over time and with experience, clinicians learn to better understand themselves and their patients, and this process is closely related to how they take care of patients with depression.

The study has several limitations. First, a sample of 8 clinicians, all from managed care primary care settings, only begins to illuminate the notions that the recognition of depression is mediated through clinicians’ comfort. Second, given time limitations, an important theoretical sampling direction was not pursued. That is, we could have explored further the maturation process by employing 2 distinctive groups of clinicians: very new and very
experienced. Third, even though our findings help us understand how we might craft ways to mitigate novice clinicians’ lack of experience and enhance their competencies, what prompts or deters their progression in the 3 areas was not addressed in this study. In addition, the study retrospectively investigated the role of clinical experience when dealing with depression care. Thus, what we found here could very well be clinicians’ reconstructed reality that is based on their memory and perception of how they practice and what they did in certain situations. The actual recognition of depression in clinical practice was not investigated; hence, there is no way to link what the clinicians said about their recognition of depression and the actual cases they accurately identified. Finally, our study cannot assess the association of experience with demographics, age, or specific clinical or educational experiences. Nor can we assume such competency is achieved automatically. As Robinson et al43 reported, there may be clinicians who do not make this transition as described in this article; clinicians assume different roles as they mature.

In an effort to improve the quality of mental health care, experts in the field suggest that targeting clinicians-to-be might be a more effective strategy for transforming the care system.66 By moving to a competency-based curriculum in medical schools over the past several decades, clinicians are trained in every aspect of patient care rather than in specific tasks or skill acquisition. Yet it seems that there is still less attention given to the interactional aspect of patient care that includes both physicians and patients and focuses on physicians’ professionalism, ethics, and communication.59,67–69 This poses challenges to clinicians’ ability to recognize depression because, as suggested in our study and articulated by Thomas,70 “depression is not one thing.” How symptoms of depression are manifested and impact one’s life differ in each patient. Our study suggests that clinicians who feel comfortable dealing with themselves can pay more attention to the interactional aspect of the clinical encounter and see each patient as a whole person, expediting the recognition process in their patients. In the same vein, as Dowrick71 pointed out, giving or not giving a name “depression” may not be a critical public problem, but not recognizing the people who suffer from depression may be.

Our findings suggest several possibilities for future research, intervention, and educational efforts. Our findings are contrary to the aims of most educational programs for improving primary care clinicians’ recognition of depression, which are standardized in nature and thus pay little attention to the interactional aspect in the recognition of depression.72 Not all clinicians and clinicians-to-be feel comfortable dealing with the whole person. Nor do they all acknowledge that as their role. Assuming an idealized development of the clinician as healer, a few questions can be directly inferred from our study: what gaps or roadblocks in physicians’ practice context impair their maturation process—such as time to get to know patients, continuity of care, the administrative context of mental health care delivery, and/or their familiarity with treatments? What happens if a clinician does not mature in these processes? One future challenge to designing interventions for depression care will be to find the best ways to speed development of clinicians’ comfort and to present tools to enhance comfort more quickly, regardless of a clinician’s years of practice. Equally challenging is supporting this developmental process with systems that foster continuity, adequate time for encounters, and assuring consultation and mentorship are embedded in the practice environment.
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